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Abst rac t - -The  box (entropy) dimension of graphs of real valued functions over d-dimensional 
cube is investigated. Classes of functions with given lower and upper box dimension are described in 
terms of simple criteria for the coefficients ofSchauder and Haar bases (wavelets) expansions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, more and more attention is paid in mathematical papers to fractal functions and 
to fractal sets. There are various definitions of those objects. We assume that a compact set K C 
R d+l is fractal, by definition, if its box (entropy) dimension dimb(K) ¢ j for j = 0, 1, . . .  ,d + 1 
and 0 < dimb(K) < d + 1. In the same time, the function f : I d --* R d, I = [0, 1], is fractal, 
by definition, if its graph F I = {(t_, f(t))  : t_ E I d} has box dimension satisfying the inequalities 
d < dimb(Ff) < d + 1. For the definitions and properties of lower dimb(K ) and upper dimb(K) 
box (-counting) dimension, we refer to [1]. In case dimb(K ) = dimb(K) by definition dimb(K) 
is the common value. 
The relation between box dimension of the graph of a function satisfying HSlder condition is 
known for years. In particular, it is known that the HSlder condition with some c~, 0 < a <_ 1, 
i.e., 
] f ( t ) - f ( t ' ) I<C. ] t - t ' l  a fort ,  t 'e I  d, (1.1) 
implies that 
dimb(Ff) _< d + 1 - (~. (1.2)  
Our aim is to describe some subclasses of functions f satisfying (1.1) for which equality takes 
place in (1.2). The HSlder classes, as it was shown in [2], can be characterized by means of the 
coefficients of the Schauder basis expansions, and it seems natural to apply this tool to solve our 
problem. 
In Section 2, we describe the constructions of the Schauder and Haar bases over cubes and 
state the main results on characterization of HSlder classes by means of the coefficients of the 
Schauder and Haar expansions. Section 3 contains the main results on HSlder subclasses for 
which we have equality in (1.2). 
Related questions are treated in [3,4]. 
2. HAAR AND SCHAUDER BASES 
The orthogonal Haar functions over I ,  normalized in the maximum norm, can be defined by 
means of the function sign(t). Define 
sign(t + ½) - sign(t - ½) 
ho(t) = 2 ' 
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hi(t) = sign (t + ½) + sign (t - ½) _ sign(t) 
2 
for t E R, 
and 
hj,k(t) = hl (2k ( t 2j--l~_k~_f , ] )  where j = 1, . . . ,2k;  k = 0 ,1 , . . . .  
The Haar orthogonal system on I with respect o the Lebesgue measure is simply 
{1,hi,k, j= l , . . . ,2k ;  k=0,1 , . . .} .  
We note also that 
Often it is more convenient to index the Haar system as follows: hi = 1 and hn = hj,k whenever 
n = 2 k + j  with some j = 1, . . . ,2k;  k = 0, 1 , . . . .  
To define the d-dimensional orthogonal Haar functions over I a properly, we decompose at first 
the set of multi-indexes N d, where N = {0, 1,..• }. Using the norm I!l~ = max(l l , . . . ,  ld), we 
introduce the decompositions 
Nd = No U U Nk, 
k>_O 
where Nk = {1:2 k < I!lo~ _< 2k+l}, 
No contains 1 = (1, . . . ,  1) only and 
Nk = U Ne,k, 
0~eC7) 
with79= {1, . . . ,d},  
where Ne,k = {1 E Nk : 2 k < l~ < 2 k+l for i C e, li <_ 2 k for i C 79\ e}. Now, the Haar orthogonal 
functions over I d are defined as follows: ho(t) = 1 and for _l E Ne,k 
h!(t)=l-Ihl~-2~,k(ti) l-I [ht,,k(ti)]. 
lee iE~P\e 
Thus, each h l, for I e Ne,k, has support which is a dyadic cube. Actually, over I d, we are given 
2 d - 1 functions orthogonal to 1, i.e., for each e, 0 ~ e C 79, 
ho(t)= l-Ih (t,) 1--[ ho(t ), 
and for 1 E Ne,k 
where ji = li - 2 k for i E e and ji = l~ for i E 79\e. Consequently, the support of h 1 is the dyadic 
cube with center at (2j - 1)/2 k+l and with edges of length (1)/2 k. 
In Figures 1-3, we present he graphs of the functions he in case d = 2. 
The modulus of continuity of f e LP(I d) in the L p space is defined by formula 
/ cop(f; 5) = sup ] f ( t+h)- f ( t ) lPdt_  , 
o<lhl<~ - ~(b)  
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Figure 1. Figure 2. 
Figure 3. 
where Ih] is the Eucleadian orm o fh  and Id(h_) = {t E I ~t : t_ + h_ E I d} . For later use, we 
introduce the orthogonal projections 
Qof  = ( f ,  ho_) ho_, 
and 
where 
Qkf  = E h 2 
j_ Nk J- 2 
Pkf  = Qof  +""  + Qkf ,  
Id 
1/p 
It should be clear that over each dyadic cube of the k th generation in I d the function Pkf  is 
constant and it is equal to the mean value of f over that particular dyadic cube. Thus, the Haar 
orthogonal system {hj.} has the norms IIPkUp, 1 <_ p <_ co, bounded by 1. Consequently, the Haar 
system is a basis in the space L p, 1 _< p < oo. Moreover, we have 
(2 d -- 1)-(1/P)Ak,p <_ n~Nk an_ • hn r, 
1 ± =l ,  anER,  and where l<p<cc ,~+v,  
(1 ) 
Ak,p = ~ E [an- lP 
n_ENk 
<_ (2 4 - 1)l/P'Ak,p, (2.1) 
1/p 
(2.2) 
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Moreover, we know from [5] the following proposition. 
1 < 1 and let PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 0 < a < ~ _ 
f ~ Z an.hn. (2.3) 
n-EN d 
Then 
Wp(f;~) -= O(di c') as di --~ O+ (2.4) 
is equivalent to 
Ak,p = 0(2 -"k) as k ~ oc. (2.5) 
Moreover, t'or f 6 c( Id) ,  0 < a < 1, and p = oo, conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are equivalent. 
To define the Schauder basis over I d, we start with the function ~b(t) = max[0, 1 - [t[] and with 
the set D of all dyadic points in I. Define Do = {0, 1}, Dk = {(2j - 1)/(2 k) : j = 1 , . . . ,  2 k- l} 
and k = 1, 2 , . . . .  Thus, 
D= UDk,  
k_>O 
and the Schauder functions over I are defined as follows 
¢¢(t) = ¢(2k(t--  T)) for ~ • Dk, k = 0 ,1 , . . . .  
For the Schauder functions over I d, it is convenient to introduce Co = Do, Ck = Ck-1 U Dk. 
Then 
C d -- Cd_l U Ok,d, 
where 
Dk,d= {T_= (T1,...,Vd) E Cd : 3i Ti c Ok} andD0,d=D d. 
Now, define 
¢~_(_t) = H ¢(2k(ti - Ti)) for Z e Dk,d, k = 0, 1 , . . . .  (2.6) 
iET) 
In the two-dimensional case, all the basic Schauder functions are obtainable, by suitable transla- 
tions and rescaling, from functions graphically presented below. 
Figure 4. F igure 5. 
The system is called the diamond or multi-affine (cf. [6-8]) basis in the Banach space c( Id) .  
Some of its properties we mention here. As in the Haar case, we have with some constant C 
depending on the dimension only, for 1 < p < oo, the inequalities 
1 D -- P 
• Bk,p < ~ b~_. g),- < C.  Bk,p, (2.7) 
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with 
Bk,, -- ~ Ib~_l p , (2.8) 
' zEDk ,d  
where [Dk,dl is the cardinality of Dk,d. Indeed, the right-hand side inequality in (2.7) is an 
immediate consequence of Jensen's inequality. To prove the left-hand side, define 
L_=Ian{t:lt-T_l~ < } 
with [t[~ = max( l t l l , . . . ,  Ital). Now, change of variables gives for each T_' E :Dk,d 
fEb " P f ¢~(t) dt= ~-~ 
I.,., I "r e'Dl' '  d [ -  1,1] d 
E b~-'+v_/2~ ~-) p • ¢_(u - du, 
~_1,,~<_1 
where ~]i = 0, 1, -1  and _¢(u) = ¢(u l ) . . .  O(Ud), whence by the linear ismorphism of the finite 
dimensional spaces, we obtain for the last integral the estimate from below: 
C p 
" _ ~-~lb~' l  ' 
I_01~<_1 
and therefore, 
/ 
I.rs 
¢~(t) p CP b~. dr_ ___ ~-~lb_~, I p, 
ZED~,d 
what implies the desired inequality. 
The biorthogonal to (¢~_(t), Z E D d) system of linear functionals over C(I d) is known (see for 
example, [6]) and for given f E C(I d) and T_ E D d the corresponding functionals are defined as 
follows: 
and for k > 1, 
b~_(f) -- f(T_) for Z E DO,d, 
ee{-1 ,1}  d 
where T_ ~ = (T_q,... ,T_~) with 
for T_ E Dk,d, 
~=.e f Ti + ei • 2 -k, if Ti E Dk; 
= ( Ti, if T i ~_ Ck -1 .  
It is convenient to introduce the finite-dimensional projections in the space C(I d) 
Rk(f) = ~ bL(f)'¢~. 
r_EDk,a 
The fact that (~_(t), Z E D d) is a Schauder basis in C(I d) can now be stated as follows: for each 
f E C(I d) the series 
oo 
k=O 
converges to f in the maximum norm. Finally, we state the main property (cf. [2,6,8]). 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. Let 0 < ~ < 1, f E c(Id), and let 
f - -  E brCr. 
Z 
Then, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
max Ib=l = o(2-~'~),  "rEDk,a 
f - -  i-<~k R/(f) oo = O(2-ak)" 
3. BOX D IMENSION OF GRAPHS 
In this section, we are going to apply the Haar and Schauder bases to compute the box dimen- 
sion dimb(Ff) for some reasonable subclasses of the HSlder classes on cubes. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 < a </3 < 1, and let the function f be given on I d by the Haar series 
f=~ ~ aa'ha. 
k nEN~ 
If 
then 
(') Ak,~ = max la~_t = o ~ , 
dimb(Ff) < d + 1 - a. 
Moreover, if for some C > 0, for large k, 
1 y~ la~_l > c .  1 Ak,1 = ~-~ _ 2~---- ~, 
Nk 
then 
dimb(Ff) >_ d + 1 -/3. 
PROOF. We start with 
oo oo 
I t f  - Pk f l [oo  = l~&~lQ'lf oo ~ l=k+l ~-~ [[Q/f l[oo. 
However, according to (2.1), we have 
I[QkfUoo ~ (2 4 - 1)Ak.~ = (2 4 - 1) max [an_[. 
n_ENk 
Thus, 
C 
[ I f -  Pkfl[oo ~ 2,~k. 
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Now, we know that 
where 
1/ 
Pkf(t) -- iik,t[ f(s_) ds_, 
Ik .,. 
t C Ik,i_, 
= , x - . .  x [ -5~- ,  2k , 
with / --  ( i l , . . .  , id) ,  1 < it _< 2 k, I = 1,.. .  ,d. Thus, we have 
[If - Pkf[IL~(Zk,,_) >- Osc(f;/k,_i) _> ~ Y Fl,Ik,!; - 2 , 
where Osc(f; J) = sup{ l / ( t -  f(_s)l : s__,_t e J} and N(F I, J; 6) is the number of cubes with side 
of the size 6 needed to cover the part of F I over the cube J with IJ] = 6 d. Since 
N(FI,Id;~-#)-< ~N (Ff,Ik,_/; 2-~ ) <--2kdmaxN(Ff, Ik,i_;~---#) 
we obtain 
whence, 
2~k >- Ill - Pkftloo >_ ~ 2k~ - 2 , 
which implies the upper estimate for climb(F/). For the lower estimate, we argue as follows: 
/ 1 1 l_N(Ff,Ik,i; 1 )  [f(t)- Pkf(t)l dt <_ ~-jOsc(f; Ik,~) < ~-~ 2k _ ~ , 
Ik,, 
whence, 
I l f  - Pkflll _ 2k(d+l  ) 
However, we have (2.1), and the basis constant for the Haar system is 1, we get 
1 
1Ak,1 <- I lQkf] l~ -< I I f  - Pk -~ l l l ,  2 a 
and therefore, for large k and for some C > 0, 
1 / 2k(d+Z-Z) N F/;~-# _>C- 
COROLLARY 3.2. If there is a positive ~nite constant C such that for large k 
1 1 i 
c .  2~ k <- ~-~ y~ laal _ < maxNk lan[_ _< C. 2----~, 
Nk 
then 
d + 1 - 3 <_ dimb(F/) -< dimb(F:) _< d + 1 - a. 
Note, no continuity of f is assumed in this statement. 
CA/~A 30:3/6-T 
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Let 0 < a <_ 1~ < 1 and let the function f be given on I d by the Schauder series 
k Z6Dk,d 
Bk,oo=maxlb.~l:O(:----g-g) 
Ok,d -- 
dimb(Ff) < d + 1 - a. 
Moreover, if for some C > 0, for large k, 
1 1 
Bk,1 -- IDk,~l ~ Ibml -> C" 2ek' 
Dk,n 
then 
dim~(r/) _> d + 1 - ft. 
PROOF. For small e > 0, 0 < a - e < 1, we obtain by the assumption that 
and therefore, according to Proposition 2.9 
woo(f; 6) = 0(6~-~). 
Thus, by (1.2) dimb(Ff) < d + 1 - a + e and this gives the first part of the thesis. In the proof 
of the lower estimate, we use the fact that the partial sums 
Sk(f)  = E R i ( f )  
i<_k 
interpolate ach f ff C(R d) at all the points of 
Ck= ~-~-~,...,~- :0<iz_<2 k , l= l  . . . .  ,d . 
Thus, 
[f(t) - Sk f ( t ) ]dt  < ~-~Osc(f; Ik,!) _< 2k d 2k F/, Ik,~; 
]k,,! 1) 
I lf-- Sk(f)[ll <_ 2k(d+l ) Ff,Id;~--g . 
This, the inequality 
[]Rk(f)[[1 ~ Hf - Sk(f)l l l  4- [If - Sk- l ( f ) l l l  
and (2.7) give for some C > 0 
[IRk(f)lll >_ C .  Bk,1. 
Combining all these inequalities, we obtain 
Id; ~)  _> C.  2 k(d+l-~) N(Ff ,  
and this completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.4. I f  there is a positive finite constant C such that, for large k, 
1 1 1 
<- ~ E Ibm- I <- maxlbT[ < C. C.  2~k 2a----g, Dk a - -  - -  
mk.d 
then 
d 4- 1 - B < dimb(Fi) < dimb(Ff) < d 4- 1 - a. 
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